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We present experimental evidence that the contribution of the Goos-Hänchen shift to tunneling
delay is suppressed in frustrated total internal reflection. We use a Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer
to perform direct time measurements of reflection delays with femtosecond resolution at optical fre-
quencies, and take advantage of a liquid-crystal-filled double-prism structure to dynamically change
the refractive index of the barrier region.
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The measurement of tunneling times in one-
dimensional quantum-mechanical systems lies at the
heart of the understanding of many quantum mechanical
phenomena. It is commonly accepted that time delays
in frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) represent
an optical analog to these quantum-mechanical tunnel-
ing times due to the formal similarity of the Helmholtz
and Schrödinger equations. A number of authors have
addressed this analogy over the last 25 years, focusing
primarily on glass-air-glass double-prism structures [1–
3]. Foremost amongst the discussion are the questions
of what exactly causes the time delay experienced by a
photon undergoing FTIR and what time delay one would
observe experimentally in such a system [4]. One would
expect that the Goos-Hänchen shift would make a sizable
contribution to the measured time delay. Nonetheless, in
this paper we present experimental evidence that the con-
tribution of the Goos-Hänchen shift is in fact negligible
in this two-dimensional tunneling system.

Direct measurements of time delays in FTIR are dif-
ficult to make, leading researchers to choose easier, in-
direct methods of measurement. The delay experienced
by a photon undergoing FTIR can be inferred in an in-
direct manner by measuring other observable quantities
that are correlated to delay values according to theory. In
[5], the authors utilized an optical analog to the Larmor
clock proposed by Büttiker [6] and inferred a Larmor-
like tunneling delay based on the Stokes parameters of
the tunneled beam. However, they note that the strong
anisotropy in their system prevents them from unambigu-
ously determining the Larmor time as a traversal time,
and that it is still an open question whether the Büttiker
treatment, which gives a complex time delay, has a sig-
nificant physical meaning [7, 8].

Balcou and Dutriaux [9] instead focus on the Goos-
Hänchen shift ∆y and the deviation in output angle
caused by the selective frequency transmission of FTIR.
From accurate position and angle measurements the au-
thors infer the tunneling delay times in both reflection
and transmission. Their measurement of ∆y seems to

confirm the “phase time” predictions of Hartman and
others [10], while the measurement of deviation of output
angle agrees with the “loss time” suggested by Büttiker’s
treatment. They also observed that the “phase time” was
symmetric in transmission and reflection but depended
on the boundary conditions, while the “loss time” was
heavily asymmetric in transmission and reflection but
showed no dependence on the boundary conditions. They
contend that this makes the “loss time” the more rele-
vant measure of time spent within the barrier, though
there are significant criticisms of this formulation [7].

In addition, it is our feeling that their conclusion over-
looks the fact that boundary conditions do have a sig-
nificant effect on the time spent in the barrier region, as
a different boundary condition corresponds to a different
effective barrier height and wavefunction presence in the
barrier region. It should be no more surprising that the
“phase time” measurement saturates to a different value
for TE- and TM-polarized photons than that it saturates
to different values for different barrier heights.

We have explicitly calculated the expected group de-
lay in a double-prism FTIR structure using a formulation
that treats the problem as an evanescent cavity lifetime
[11]. Our method properly accounts for the coupling into
and out of the prism pair [12], a detail that appears to
have been overlooked or omitted in the majority of the
literature [1, 3, 13–16], which has led some researchers
to inaccurate conclusions. In this letter, we present our
experimental measurements of tunneling delay in reflec-
tion from a double-prism FTIR structure. These mea-
surements confirm that the calculations of “measurable
delay” in [12] are accurate.

A double-prism structure as proposed by Steinberg and
Chiao [2] is difficult to achieve experimentally, because it
requires fine control of the sub-wavelength air gap dis-
tance between two large-surface-area interfaces. How-
ever, the tunneling process is governed by κL, the barrier
“opacity.” Thus, instead of increasing the barrier length,
we can consider increasing the “height” by changing κ.
We have chosen this approach for our experiment, mod-
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ulating the barrier height by introducing a liquid crystal
(LC) into the barrier region. The LC molecular director
can be tuned by an externally-applied voltage to change
the index contrast of the glass-LC interface and conse-
quently the effective barrier height. Our system also has
no moving parts and does not introduce significant beam
deviations during the tuning process, both of which are
liabilities inherent to mechanically-tuned devices.

Our experimental implementation of a double-prism
system is shown in Figure 1. A planar-aligned nematic
LC cell is sandwiched between two equilateral prisms.
The cell substrates and prisms are made of high-index
N-SF11 glass, which has a refractive index of n = 1.77 at
λ = 727 nm. Index-matching fluid (n = 1.70) is applied
to the prism-cell interfaces to minimize reflections.
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the double-prism system. In (a) a liq-
uid crystal cell is sandwiched between two glass equilateral
prisms. An exploded diagram of the liquid crystal cell is
shown in (b), with the liquid crystal (LC), Indium Tin Oxide
(ITO) layer and polyimide alignment (PI) layer labeled.

Cell preparation is a multi-stage process that occurs in
a cleanroom environment. Two 3-mm thick N-SF11 sub-
strates are sputter-coated with a 30-nm layer of Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO) to serve as an electrode. Next, an ap-
proximately 15-nm alignment layer of polyimide solution
is spin-coated on top of the ITO layer. The alignment
layer is subjected to a mechanical buffing technique that
structures the polyimide layer, causing the LC director
to align along the buffing direction when the cell is filled
[17]. The cell is then constructed by creating spacers be-
tween the two processed faces using a mixture of 5-minute
epoxy and 5-µm glass beads and applying pressure while
the epoxy mixture cures. Spectrophotometer measure-
ments suggest that the void thickness in cells prepared
with this technique is approximately 8-12 µm.

The cell is then filled with Merck E7 LC mixture
through capillary action. E7 is a uniaxial nematic LC
mixture (ne = 1.718 and no = 1.514 at λ = 727 nm
[18]) which is popular, commercially available, and rela-
tively inexpensive. The edges of the cell are sealed with
epoxy after filling to prevent evaporative loss and dete-
rioration of the LC. Wires are attached to the exposed
ITO sections with conductive silver epoxy to enable elec-
tronic control of the orientation of the LC director and
subsequently modify its optical properties [19].

The dependence of LC molecular director rotation an-

gle to an applied 1 kHz AC voltage is empirically deter-
mined from transmission measurements with a method
described in [20]. At oblique incidence, tuning of the LC
director angle is equivalent to tuning the critical angle
of the glass-LC interface. The relevant indices of E7 and
N-SF11 dictate a range of achievable critical angles from
58.5◦ to 76.1◦. Thus, the desired angle of incidence is be-
tween 60◦ and 65◦ such that we can make measurements
in both the FTIR and Fabry-Perot regimes by tuning
the critical angle of the structure. We employ equilateral
prisms as a coupling aid to achieve the appropriate angle
in the glass region.
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FIG. 2. Abbreviated setup diagram showing FTIR measure-
ments in the reflection geometry. Panel (a) shows the Hong-
Ou-Mandel arrangement and placement of components. PDC
is the parametric downconversion crystal, CC is a corner cube
retroreflector, BS is a non-polarizing 50/50 beamsplitter, IF
are 10-nm bandpass interference filters centered at 727 nm,
APD are avalanche photodiode single-photon counting mod-
ules. Inset (b) shows a detailed view of the FTIR region,
with two prisms of index nglass and a barrier region of liquid
crystals with an effective index neff due to the applied volt-
age V . Inset (c) shows an example data trace containing a
Hong-Ou-Mandel dip, along with a numerical Gaussian fit.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. The
pump source is a continuous-wave Coherent Innova Sabre
argon-ion laser operating at 363.8 nm, producing up to
1 W of power with a linewidth of approximately 3 GHz.
This laser pumps a 3-mm BBO crystal to generate time-
entangled photons at 727 nm by Type I non-collinear
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). The
crystal is aligned and angle-tuned such that the gener-
ated photons are emitted in a cone with a half-angle of
approximately 0.1 radians. The pump beam is focused
on the crystal to increase the SPDC generation rate.
The two down-converted photons then proceed

through different arms of the interferometer. A small 10-
cm focal length lens is placed in each arm about 20 cm
from the down-conversion crystal. This keeps the beam
size small (1 mm diameter) near the interaction region of
the prism structure, minimizing LC non-uniformity and
preventing the mode size from growing so large that it
overfills the microscope objectives in the collection arms.
The lower arm contains a “trombone” system consist-
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ing of a corner cube retroreflector mounted on a motor-
ized linear translation stage (Aerotech model ATS50-25-
M-2). This system introduces a controllable amount of
path delay for the photon in the lower arm. The photon
in the upper arm is incident on the double-prism test sys-
tem at an angle of approximately 6◦±1◦ to the prism face
normal, corresponding to an internal glass-LC incidence
angle of approximately 63.5◦.
The two arms of the interferometer are then brought

back together at a non-polarizing 50/50 beamsplitter to
create a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interferometer [21].
The beamsplitter’s outputs are passed through 10-nm
band-pass filters centered at 727 nm to suppress stray
light from the pump, pump fluorescence, and ambient
light. The transmitted light is then coupled into single-
mode optical fiber and sent to avalanche photodiode
(APD) single-photon counting modules (PerkinElmer
SPCM-AQR-14-FC). These modules have very low dark
count rates (less than 100 counts per second) and a quan-
tum efficiency of approximately 70% at 727 nm.
Coincidence circuitry tracks the number of individual

(“singles”) events at each detector as well as the num-
ber of coincidence events. The circuit is home-built and
based on a design published by Mark Beck [22] which
is freely available online [23]. The discrimination time
window of the circuit is nominally about 12-15 nanosec-
onds, which is sufficiently large to guarantee that any
generated pair of entangled photons which successfully
triggers both APDs will be counted. The width of this
window also ensures that odd-order dispersion effects (in-
cluding group velocity dispersion) cancel out and do not
artificially broaden the HOM dip [24].
Measurements are made over a 50-micron range of

stage movement in 1-micron increments. At each stage
position we record the LC voltage, integration time, sin-
gles counts on each detector, and coincidence counts. An
experimental data run involves performing a large num-
ber of HOM traces with different voltages applied to the
LC. Data collection alternates between traces taken at
a sample voltage and traces taken at a reference voltage
(Vr = 0 volts) to help track and eliminate errors caused
by mechanical and thermal drifts in the setup.
Once the coincidence data has been collected, it goes

through several postprocessing steps to extract accurate
values for the FWHM, position, and visibility of the dip
for a given trace or set of traces. Each trace is fitted to a
Gaussian function using a nonlinear least squares method
to accurately extract the position of the HOM minimum,
from which our delay values are calculated. Pairing these
delay values with the associated LC voltages gives us the
relationship between applied voltage and path delay.
Since our experiment contains no absolute reference,

all of our measurements are necessarily relative delays,
or measured centroid differences between the reference
voltage and a sample voltage. As such, we cannot make
statements about absolute delays or superluminality from
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FIG. 3. Reflection delay in FTIR from a double-prism bar-
rier system. The black line is the arithmetic mean of four
individual data sets, shown in colored dots. Each data point
represents an individual Hong-Ou-Mandel trace with 102 sec-
onds of integration time.
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FIG. 4. Predicted ∂ΦR/∂ω based on the 4x4 matrix method
described in the text for 727-nm light propagating through
an 8-micron liquid crystal cell. The parameters used are θ =
63.5◦, nglass = 1.77, ne = 1.63, and no = 1.54.

our data. We can, however, characterize the delay curves
as a function of voltage or LC director angle and com-
pare them to the theoretical predictions for our system
to determine whether the model of tunneling is accurate.

Figure 3 shows the results of our measurements in the
reflection geometry. Four sets of data are shown, each of
which contains 176 data points representing individual
HOM traces. For each trace, coincidence was measured
at 51 stage positions for 2 seconds, giving a total inte-
gration time per trace of 102 seconds. The black line
represents the arithmetic mean of all four data points at
each position. All delay measurements are relative to the
delay observed at the reference voltage.

We have simulated the expected delay using a 4x4 ma-
trix method [25] which solves Maxwell’s equations in ma-
trix form for our multilayer slab structure. This tech-
nique calculates the complex transmission and reflection
coefficients for a given LC director orientation, photon
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frequency, and incidence angle. Since this method as-
sumes plane wave incidence, we have convolved the phase
ΦR of the reflection coefficient with a Gaussian function
to account for the spread of incidence angles present in
our Gaussian beam and the effects of LC disorder.

The reflection delay ∂ΦR/∂ω predicted by the simula-
tion is shown in Figure 4 for LC voltages ranging from
1.5 V to 5 V, corresponding to LC director angles of 69.3◦

to 18.3◦ respectively, as measured from the cell normal.
In this simulation the light is incident at 63.5◦ from N-
SF11 glass (nN−SF11 = 1.77) on an 8-µm-thickness LC
cell. The extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices
used for the LC are ne = 1.63 and no = 1.54. These in-
dices are a little lower and higher, respectively, than the
expected values for the E7 LC used in our experiment to
correct for LC disorder. The chosen cell thickness is a
little thinner than the nominal value of 12 µm inferred
from spectrophotometric measurements. However, these
parameters primarily affect the spacing and magnitude
of the Fabry-Perot fringes observed, and were chosen for
better agreement with our experimental data.
The experimental data are in excellent agreement with

the model predictions for experimentally-measured group
delay τγ,meas [12], making it clear that the ∆y contribu-
tions to the delay truly are suppressed in this type of
measurement. The delay in the tunneling region (be-
low approximately 2.2 V) appears to be identically zero
within the experimental uncertainty, observed to be ap-
proximately ± 1 fs or less. Measurements below 1.5 V
were consistent with these results as well, though they
have been omitted from the plot for clarity. In the Fabry-
Perot region, we observe the sharp dips at each resonance
corresponding to interference from the Gaussian beam k-
vector distribution as well as the slowly-increasing delay
predicted between resonances. The sharp dips are not as
pronounced as those shown in Figure 4 because the simu-
lation only addresses the phase of the reflection coefficient
and weights each contribution equally. In experiment,
the amplitude of the reflection coefficient is smaller at the
Fabry-Perot resonances than when off-resonant, leading
to an uneven weighting that reduces the magnitude of
the dips in the measured delay.

In this paper, we have presented single-photon time
delay measurements in a double-prism FTIR structure.
These measurements confirm our earlier theoretical pre-
dictions that the Goos-Hänchen contribution is sup-
pressed in the measurable portion of the tunneling de-
lay in this geometry [12]. The fact that this contribution
is suppressed may prove important for practical devices
[26, 27]. In addition, these are the first direct time mea-
surements of FTIR tunneling delay at optical frequencies.

These results strongly support the cavity interpreta-
tion presented by Winful [11], who emphasizes the qua-
sistatic nature of the tunneling process. The group delay
should be interpreted as a cavity lifetime rather than a
transit time. As such, it can become shorter than the

‘equal time’ c/L without violating causality. Moreover,
the use of single photons disqualifies alternative explana-
tions of the Hartman effect that rely on nonlinear effects
or preferential transmission of photons in the leading
edge of a multi-photon pulse. Follow-up measurements
with a thinner cell to confirm the model’s transmission
predictions should further support this interpretation.
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